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RIGGED MODULES I: MODULES OVER DUAL OPERATOR
ALGEBRAS AND THE PICARD GROUP
DAVID P. BLECHER AND UPASANA KASHYAP
Abstract. In a previous paper we generalized the theory of W ∗-modules to
the setting of modules over nonselfadjoint dual operator algebras, obtaining the
class of weak∗-rigged modules. At that time we promised a forthcoming paper
devoted to other aspects of the theory. We fulfill this promise in the present
work and its sequel “Rigged modules II”, giving many new results about weak∗-
rigged modules and their tensor products. We also discuss the Picard group of
weak* closed subalgebras of a commutative algebra. For example, we compute
the weak Picard group of H∞(D), and prove that for a weak* closed function
algebra A, the weak Picard group is a semidirect product of the automorphism
group of A, and the subgroup consisting of symmetric equivalence bimodules.
1. Introduction and notation
The most important class of modules over a C∗-algebra M are the Hilbert C∗-
modules: the modules possessing an M -valued inner product satisfying the natural
list of axioms (see [19] or [9, Chapter 8]). AW ∗-module is a Hilbert C∗-module over
a von Neumann algebra which is selfdual (that is, it satisfies the module variant of
the fact from Hilbert space theory that every continuous functional is given by inner
product with a fixed vector, see e.g. [21, 4]), or equivalently which has a Banach
space predual (see e.g. [10, Corollary 3.5]). A dual operator algebra is a unital weak*
closed algebra of operators on a Hilbert space (which is not necessarily selfadjoint).
One may think of a dual operator algebra as a nonselfadjoint analogue of a von
Neumann algebra. The weak∗-rigged or w∗-rigged modules, introduced in [7] (see
also [8, 17]), are a generalization of W ∗-modules to the setting of modules over a
(nonselfadjoint) dual operator algebra. In [7] we generalized basic aspects of the
theory ofW ∗-modules, and this may be seen also as the weak* variant of the theory
of rigged modules from [3] (see also [11]). In that paper we promised that some
other aspects of the theory of weak∗-rigged modules would be presented elsewhere.
Since that time is now long overdue, and since there has been some recent interest
in rigged modules and related objects (see e.g. [20] or the survey [14] of Eleftherakis’
work), we follow through on our promise here and in the sequel [5].
The present paper and its sequel consists of several topics and results about
weak∗-rigged modules, mainly concerning their tensor products. For example fol-
lowing the route in [1] we study the Picard group of weak* closed subalgebras of
a commutative algebra. For a weak* closed function algebra A, the weak Picard
group Picw(A) is a semidirect product of Aut(A), the automorphism group of A,
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and the subgroup of Picw(A) consisting of symmetric equivalence bimodules. In
particular, we show that the weak Picard group of H∞(D) is isomorphic to the
group of conformal automorphisms of the disk.
We will use the notation from [6, 7, 18], and perspectives from [2]. We will
assume that the reader is familiar with basic notions from operator space theory
which may be found in any current text on that subject (such as [13, 9]). The
reader may consult [9] as a reference for any other unexplained terms here. We
also assume that the reader is familiar with basic Banach space and operator space
duality principles, e.g., the Krein-Smulian Theorem (see e.g., Section 1.4, 1.6, Ap-
pendix A.2 in [9]). We often abbreviate ‘weak∗’ to ‘w∗’. We use the letters H,K for
Hilbert spaces. By a nonselfadjoint analogue of Sakai’s theorem (see e.g. Section
2.7 in [9]), a dual operator algebra M is characterized as a unital operator algebra
which is also a dual operator space. By a normal morphism we shall always mean
a unital weak* continuous completely contractive homomorphism on a dual oper-
ator algebra. A concrete dual operator M -N -bimodule is a weak* closed subspace
X of B(K,H) such that θ(M)Xpi(N) ⊂ X , where θ and pi are normal morphism
representations of M and N on H and K respectively. An abstract dual operator
M -N -bimodule is defined to be a nondegenerate operatorM -N -bimodule X , which
is also a dual operator space, such that the module actions are separately weak*
continuous. Such spaces can be represented completely isometrically as concrete
dual operator bimodules, and in fact this can be done under even weaker hypotheses
(see e.g. [9, 10, 12]) and similarly for one-sided modules (the case M or N equals
C). We use standard notation for module mapping spaces; e.g. CB(X,N)N (resp.
CBσ(X,N)N ) are the completely bounded (resp. and weak* continuous) right N -
module maps from X to N . We often use the normal module Haagerup tensor
product ⊗σhM , and its universal property from [15], which loosely says that it ‘lin-
earizes’ completely contractive M -balanced separately weak* continuous bilinear
maps (balanced means that u(xa, y) = u(x, ay) for a ∈ M). We assume that the
reader is familiar with the notation and facts about this tensor product from [6,
Section 2]. For any operator space X we write Cn(X) for the column space of n×1
matrices with entries in X , with its canonical norm from operator space theory.
Definition 1.1. [7] Suppose that Y is a dual operator space and a right mod-
ule over a dual operator algebra M . Suppose that there exists a net of posi-
tive integers (n(α)), and w∗-continuous completely contractive M -module maps
φα : Y → Cn(α)(M) and ψα : Cn(α)(M) → Y , with ψα(φα(y)) → y in the weak*
topology on Y , for all y ∈ Y . Then we say that Y is a right w∗-rigged module (or
weak∗-rigged module) over M .
As on p. 348 of [7], the operator space structure of a w∗-rigged module Y over
M is determined by
‖[yij ]‖Mn(Y ) = sup
α
‖[φα(yij)]‖, [yij ] ∈Mn(Y ).
The following seems not to have been proved in the development in Section 2
and the start of Section 3 in [7] but seemingly assumed there.
Lemma 1.2. A right w∗-rigged module over a dual operator algebra M is a dual
operator M -module.
Proof. Let Y be the w∗-rigged module, and let φα, ψα, nα be as in Definition 1.1. We
need to show that the module action Y ×M → Y is separately weak* continuous.
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Given a bounded net mt → m weak* in M , and y ∈ Y , suppose that a subnet
ymtν → y
′ weak* in Y . Then φα(ψα(ymtν )) = φα(ψα(y)mtν ) weak* converges both
to φα(ψα(y)m) = φα(ψα(ym)) and φα(ψα(y
′)) with ν, for every α. Hence y′ = ym,
so that by topology ymt → ym weak*. So the map m 7→ ym is weak* continuous
by the Krein-Smulian theorem. That each m ∈ M acts weak* continuously on Y
follows from e.g. [9, Corollary 4.7.7]. 
Every right w∗-rigged module Y over M gives rise to a canonical left w∗-rigged
M -module Y˜ , and a pairing (·, ·) : Y˜ × Y →M (see [7]). Indeed Y˜ turns out to be
completely isometric to CBσ(Y,M)M as dual operator M -modules, together with
its canonical pairing with Y . We also have ˜˜Y = Y . The morphisms between w∗-
rigged M -modules are the adjointable M -module maps; these are the M -module
maps T : Y1 → Y2 for which there exists a S : Y˜2 → Y˜1 with (x, T (y)) = (S(x), y) for
all x ∈ Y˜2, y ∈ Y1. These turn out to coincide with the weak* continuous completely
bounded M -module maps (see [7, Proposition 3.4]). We often write B(Z,W ) for
the weak* continuous completely bounded M -module maps from a w∗-rigged M -
module Z into a dual operator M -module W , with as usual B(Z) = B(Z,Z).
In [7], Section 4 we gave several equivalent definitions of w∗-rigged modules (an
additional note that seems to be needed to connect the definitions may be found
mentioned in the proof of [5, Theorem 2.3]). From some of these it is clear that
every weak* Morita equivalence N -M -bimodule Y in the following sense, is a w∗-
rigged right M -module and a w∗-rigged left N -module, and its ‘dual module’ Y˜
and pairing (·, ·) : Y˜ × Y → M may be taken to be the X below, and pairing
corresponding to the first ∼= below.
Definition 1.3. We say that two dual operator algebras M and N are weak*
Morita equivalent, if there exist a dual operator M -N -bimodule X, and a dual
operator N -M -bimodule Y , such that M ∼= X ⊗σhN Y as dual operator M -bimodules
(that is, completely isometrically, w∗-homeomorphically, and also as M -bimodules),
and similarly N ∼= Y ⊗σhM X as dual operator N -bimodules. We call (M,N,X, Y )
a weak* Morita context in this case.
2. Rigged and weak∗-rigged modules and their tensor product
2.1. Interior tensor product of weak* rigged modules. Suppose that Y is
a right w∗-rigged module over a dual operator algebra M and, that Z is a right
w∗-rigged module over a dual operator algebra N , and θ : M → B(Z) is a normal
morphism. Because Z is a left operator module B(Z)-module (see p. 349 in [7]), Z
becomes an essential left dual operator module over M under the action m · z =
θ(m)z. In this case we say Z is a right M -N -correspondence. We form the normal
module Haagerup tensor product Y ⊗σhM Z which we also write as Y ⊗θZ. By 3.3 in
[7] this a right w∗-rigged module over N . We call Y ⊗θZ the interior tensor product
of w∗-rigged modules. By 3.3 in [7] we have Y˜ ⊗θ Z ∼= Z˜⊗θ Y˜ with N -valued pairing
(w ⊗ x, y ⊗ z)N = (w, θ((x, y)M )z)N
of Z˜ ⊗θ Y˜ with Y ⊗
σh
M Z.
The w∗-rigged interior tensor product is associative. That is, if A, B, and
C are dual operator algebras, if X is a right w∗-rigged module over A, Y is a
right w∗-rigged module over B, and Z is a right w∗-rigged module over C, and if
θ : A → B(Y ) and ρ : B → B(Z) are normal morphisms, then (X ⊗θ Y ) ⊗ρ Z ∼=
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X⊗θ(Y⊗ρZ) completely isometrically and w
∗-homeomorphically. This follows from
the associativity of the normal module Haagerup tensor product (see Proposition
2.9 in [6]).
Let Y be a right w∗-rigged module over a dual operator algebra M . If N is a
W ∗-algebra and if Z is a right W ∗-module over N and θ : M → B(Z) is a normal
morphism, then as we said earlier, Y ⊗θZ is a right w
∗-rigged module over N . Since
N is a W ∗-algebra it follows from Theorem 2.5 in [7] that Y ⊗θ Z is a right W
∗-
module over N . An important special case of this is the W ∗-dilation. If Z = N is a
von Neumann algebra containing (a weak* homeomorphic completely isometrically
isomorphic copy of) M , with the same identity element, and θ : M → N is the
inclusion, then Y ⊗θN is called the W
∗-dilation of Y (see [18, 6, 7]). The following
is an application of the W ∗-dilation to Morita equivalence.
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that Y is a right w∗-rigged module over a dual operator
algebra M . Suppose that N is a von Neumann algebra containing M as a weak*
closed subalgebra (with the same identity), and that R is the weak* closed ideal
in N generated by the range of the pairing Y˜ × Y → M . Let θ : M → N be
the inclusion, which also induces a map pi : M → BR(R) ∼= R via the canonical
left action. Then Z = Y ⊗θ N = Y ⊗pi R is a von Neumann algebraic Morita
equivalence bimodule (in the sense of Rieffel [22]), implementing a von Neumann
algebraic Morita equivalence between R and B(Z) = Y ⊗piR⊗pi Y˜ . In particular, if
W ∗(M) is a von Neumann algebra generated by (a weak* homeomorphic completely
isometrically isomorphic copy of) M , and if the range of the pairing Y˜ × Y → M
is weak* dense in M , then W ∗(M) is Morita equivalent (in the sense of Rieffel) to
the W ∗-algebra B(Y ⊗θ W
∗(M)) = Y ⊗θ W
∗(M)⊗θ Y˜ .
Proof. By the lines above the theorem, Z = Y ⊗θ N is a right W
∗-module over N .
That Y ⊗θ N = Y ⊗pi R may be seen for example by [7, Theorem 3.5] (see Lemma
2.5 below), since any weak* continuous left M -module map Y˜ → N necessarily
takes values in the ideal R since terms of form (x, y)x′ are weak* dense in Y˜ , for
x, x′ ∈ Y˜ , y ∈ Y . By Corollary 8.5.5 in [9], B(Z) is a W ∗-algebra. Consider the
canonical pairing
Z˜ × Z ∼= (N ⊗θ Y˜ )× (Y ⊗θ N)→ N.
The w∗-closure of the range of this pairing is a weak* closed two sided ideal in N . It
is easy to see that this ideal is R, since the terms of the form a(xy)b are contained
in the range of the above pairing for all (x, y) ∈ Y˜ × Y and a, b ∈ N . By [22] (or
8.5.14 in [9]), R and B(Z) are Morita equivalent in the sense of Rieffel. That
B(Z) = Y ⊗σhM (R⊗
σh
R R)⊗
σh
M Y˜ = Y ⊗θ R⊗θ Y˜
follows from the second paragraph on p. 357 of [7].
Since W ∗(M) is a W ∗-algebra generated by M , and it is well known that the
weak* closed ideals of W ∗-algebras are selfadjoint, these together imply that the
weak* closure of the range of the above pairing is all of W ∗(M). By 8.5.14 in [9],
W ∗(M) and B(Y ⊗θ W
∗(M)) are Morita equivalent in the sense of Rieffel. 
2.2. Functorial properties. Note that Mm,n(B(Y1, Y2)) has two natural norms:
the operator space one, coming from CB(Y1,Mm,n(Y2)), or the norm coming from
CB(Cn(Y1), Cm(Y2)) via the identification of a matrix [fij ] ∈ Mm,n(CB(Y1, Y2))
with the map [yj ] 7→ [
∑
j fij(yj)]. The next result asserts that these norms on
Mm,n(B(Y1, Y2)) are the same. We will write this norm as ‖[fij ]‖cb.
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Lemma 2.2. ([7, Corollary 3.6]) Suppose that Y1 and Y2 are right w
∗-rigged mod-
ules over a dual operator algebra M . For each m,n ∈ N we have Mm,n(B(Y, Z)) ∼=
B(Cn(Y ), Cm(Z)) completely isometrically.
The interior tensor product of w∗-rigged modules is functorial:
Proposition 2.3. Suppose that Y1 and Y2 are right w
∗-rigged modules over a dual
operator algebra M , that Z1 and Z2 are right M -N -correspondences for a dual
operator algebra N . Write the left action on Zk (abusively) as θ : M → B(Zk)N .
If f = [fij ] ∈ Mm,n(B(Y1, Y2)M ), and if g = [gkl] ∈ Mp,q(B(Z1, Z2)N ) is a matrix
of adjointables which are also left M -module maps, write f ⊗ g for [fij ⊗ gkl] ∈
Mmp,nq(B(Y1 ⊗θ Z1, Y2 ⊗θ Z2). Then ‖f ⊗ g‖cb ≤ ‖f‖cb‖g‖cb, where the ‘subscript
cb’ refers to the norm discussed above the theorem. Further, f˜ ⊗ g = g˜ ⊗ f˜ for any
f ∈ B(Y1, Y2)M and g ∈ B(Z1, Z2)N .
Proof. Suppose that f ∈ B(Y1, Y2)M and g ∈ B(Z1, Z2)N . Since g : Z1 → Z2 is
a left M -module map, g˜ is a right M -module map. Thus we can define f ⊗σhM g :
Y1⊗
σh
M Z1 → Y2⊗
σh
M Z2, and g˜⊗
σh
M f˜ : Z˜2⊗
σh
M Y˜2 → Z˜1⊗
σh
M Y˜1. By Corollary 2.4 in
[6], f ⊗ g : Y1 ⊗θ Z1 → Y2 ⊗θ Z2 is a completely bounded weak* continuous right
N -module map, with ‖f ⊗ g‖cb ≤ ‖f‖cb‖g‖cb. That f ⊗ g is adjointable follows
from the fact that it is weak* continuous (by the remark a couple of paragraphs
above Definition 1.3). Alternatively, for y ∈ Y1, z ∈ Z1, w ∈ Z˜2, x ∈ Y˜2 we have
(w ⊗ x, f(y)⊗ g(z))N = (w, θ((x, f(y))M )g(z))N
= (wθ((f˜ (x), y)M ), g(z))N
= (g˜(wθ((f˜ (x), y)M )), z)N
= (g˜(w), θ((f˜ (x), y)M )z)N
= (g˜(w) ⊗ f˜(x), y ⊗ z)N ,
which also yields the last statement.
Next, let f = [fij ], g = [gkl] be as in the statement. By a two step method we
may assume that f = I or g = I. If g = I the norm inequality we want follows
from the case in the last paragraph, Lemma 2.2, and because
Mm,n(B(Y1 ⊗θ Z1, Y2 ⊗θ Z2)) ∼= B(Cn(Y1 ⊗θ Z1), Cm(Y2 ⊗θ Z2))
which may be viewed as B(Cn(Y1) ⊗θ Z1, Cm(Y2) ⊗θ Z2). Thus [fij ⊗ 1] may be
regarded as the map h⊗ I on Cn(Y1)⊗θ Z1, where h is the map Cn(Y1)→ Cn(Y2)
associated with [fij ] as in the discussion above Lemma 2.2. Thus
‖[fij ⊗ 1]‖cb = ‖h⊗ I‖B(Cn(Y1)⊗θZ1,Cm(Y2)⊗θZ2) ≤ ‖h‖cb = ‖f‖cb.
If f = I, the norm inequality we want follows by a standard trick (which could
also have been used to give an alternative proof of the previous computation). If
y = [yij ] ∈Mp(Y ) and z = [zij ] ∈Mp(Z) then∑
r
yir ⊗ gkl(zrj) = lim
α
∑
r,k
yir ⊗ gkl(z
α
k )(w
α
k , zrj)
where φα(z) = [(w
α
k , z)] and ψα([bk]) =
∑
k z
α
k bk are the maps in Definition 1.1,
but for Z in place of Y . It follows that the norm of [
∑
r yir⊗gkl(zrj)] is dominated
by supα ‖[gkl]‖cb‖y‖‖z‖. That ‖I ⊗ g‖cb ≤ ‖g‖cb follows easily from this if we use
[6, Corollary 2.8]. 
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Remark. A similar result holds for rigged modules over approximately unital
operator algebras. These matricial versions of the functoriality of the tensor product
will be used in [5].
The w∗-rigged interior tensor product is projective. This is because of the fol-
lowing:
Proposition 2.4. The normal module Haagerup tensor product is projective: If
u : Y1 → Y2 is a weak* continuous M -module complete quotient map between
right dual operator M -modules, and v : Z1 → Y2 is a weak* continuous M -module
complete quotient map between left dual operator M -modules, then u ⊗ v : Y1 ⊗
σh
M
Z1 → Y2 ⊗
σh
M Z2 is a weak* continuous complete quotient map.
Proof. By functoriality of ⊗σhM (see [6, Corollary 2.4]) we have that u⊗v is a weak*
continuous complete contraction. If z ∈ Ball(Y2⊗
σh
M Z2), then by [6, Corollary 2.8] z
is weak* approximable by a net zt ∈ Ball(Y2⊗hMZ2). We may assume that ‖zt‖ < 1
for all t. By projectivity of ⊗hM (or of ⊗h) there exist wt ∈ Ball(Y1 ⊗hM Z1)
with (u ⊗ v)(wt) = zt. Suppose that wtν → w ∈ Ball(Y1 ⊗
σh
M Z1), then clearly
(u ⊗ v)(w) = z. So u ⊗ v is a quotient map. A similar argument works at the
matrix levels using [6, Corollary 2.8]. 
Unlike the module Haagerup tensor product over a C∗-algebra (see [9, Theorem
3.6.5 (2)]), the normal module Haagerup tensor product ⊗σhM need not be ‘injective’
for general dual operator modules if M is a W ∗-algebra. However by functoriality
it is easy to see that we will have such injectivity for this tensor product for w∗-
orthogonally complemented submodules (see the last section of [5]) of w∗-rigged
modules, even ifM is a dual operator algebra. For example if Y is a w∗-orthogonally
complemented submodule of a w∗-rigged module W overM , and if i and P are the
associated inclusion and projection maps, and if Z is a right M -N -correspondence,
then P ⊗ IZ and i ⊗ IZ are completely contractive adjointable maps composing
to the identity on Y ⊗θ Z. So Y ⊗θ Z is weak* homeomorphically completely
isometricallyM -module isomorphic to a w∗-orthogonally complemented submodule
of W ⊗θ Z. A similar statement may be made for an appropriately complemented
M -N -‘subcorrespondence’ of Z.
This injectivity of the weak* interior tensor product will work for any weak*
closed submodules of w∗-rigged modules over a W ∗-algebra (that is, W ∗-modules),
because such are automatically w∗-orthogonally complemented [4]. It follows that
the weak* interior tensor with a right correspondence is ‘exact’ on the category of
W ∗-modules. Thus given an exact sequence of W ∗-modules over a W ∗-algebra M ,
0 −→ D −→ E −→ F −→ 0
with the first of these adjointable morphisms completely isometric and the second a
complete quotient map, and given a right M -N -correspondence Z, we get an exact
sequence
0 −→ D ⊗θ Z −→ E ⊗θ Z −→ F ⊗θ Z −→ 0
of the same kind. Indeed this all follows from the ‘commutation with direct sums’
property at the end of [7, Section 3]. It might be interesting to investigate such
exactness of the interior tensor with a correspondence on the category of w∗-rigged
modules.
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2.3. HOM-tensor relations. (See [4, Theorem 3.6] for the self-adjoint variant of
these.) In our context, the HOM spaces will be the spaces B(−,−) of all weak*
continuous completely bounded module maps.
Lemma 2.5. If Y is a right w∗-rigged module over M , and Z is a left (resp.
right) dual operator module over M , then Y ⊗σhM Z
∼= BM (Y˜ , Z) (resp. Z ⊗
σh
M Y˜
∼=
B(Y, Z)M ) completely isometrically and weak* homeomorphically.
Proof. The respectively case is [7, Theorem 3.5]. By the ‘other-handed variant’ of
[7, Theorem 3.5] we have CBσM (Y˜ , Z)
∼=
˜˜
Y ⊗σhM Z = Y ⊗
σh
M Z. 
Theorem 2.6. Let M and N be dual operator algebras. We have the following
completely isometric identifications:
(1) B(Y ⊗θ Z,W )N ∼= B(Y,B(Z,W )N )M , where Y is a right w
∗-rigged module
over M , Z is a right M -N correspondence, and W is a right dual operator
module over N .
(2) B(Y, (Z⊗σhN W ))M
∼= Z⊗σhN B(Y,W )M , where Y is a right w
∗-rigged module
over M , W is a dual operator N -M -bimodule and Z is a right dual operator
N -module.
(3) BN (B(Y,W )M , X) ∼= Y ⊗
σh
M BN (W,X), where Y is a right w
∗-rigged mod-
ule over M , X is a dual left N -operator module, and W is a left N -M -
correspondence.
(4) BM (X,B(Z,W )N ) ∼= B(Z,BM (X,W ))N where X, Z are left and right w
∗-
rigged modules over M and N respectively, and W is a dual operator M -
N -bimodule.
Proof. The proofs all follow from Lemma 2.5, and Corollary 3.3 in [7], and the
associativity of the normal module Haagerup tensor product, and the fact that˜˜
Y = Y for w∗-rigged modules. Since the proofs are all similar we just prove a
couple of them. For (1) note that
BN (Y ⊗θ Z,W ) ∼=W ⊗
σh
N Y˜ ⊗θ Z
∼=W ⊗σhN (Z˜ ⊗
σh
M Y˜ )
∼= (W ⊗σhN Z˜)⊗
σh
M Y˜
which is isomorphic to B(Z,W )N ⊗
σh
M Y˜
∼= B(Y,B(Z,W )N )M . For (3),
BN (B(Y,W )M , X) ∼= BN (W ⊗
σh
M Y˜ , X)
∼=
˜(W ⊗σhM Y˜ )⊗
σh
N X
∼= (Y ⊗σhM W˜ )⊗
σh
N X
which is isomorphic to Y ⊗σhM (W˜ ⊗
σh
N X)
∼= Y ⊗σhM BN (W,X). 
3. The Picard group
We now discuss the Picard group of a dual operator algebra, following the route
in [1]. Throughout this section Awill be a dual operator algebra. We define the weak
Picard group of A, denoted by Picw(A), to be the collection of all A-A-bimodules
implementing a weak* Morita equivalence of A with itself, with two such bimodules
identified if they are completely isometrically isomorphic and weak* homeomorphic
via an A-A-bimodule map. The multiplication on Picw(A) is given by the module
normal Haagerup tensor product ⊗σhA .
Any weak* continuous completely isometric automorphism θ of A defines a weak*
Morita equivalence A-A-bimodule Aθ by ‘change of rings’ on the right. This is just
A with the usual left module action, and with right module action x · a = xθ(a).
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Lemma 3.1. The bimodule Aθ above is a weak* Morita equivalence bimodule for
A, with ‘inverse bimodule’ Aθ−1 .
Proof. This follows using Definition 1.3 and Lemma 3.3 below, but we will give a
more explicit proof. If A is a dual operator algebra, then we prove that (A,A,Aθ , Aθ−1)
is a weak* Morita context using Theorem 3.3 in [6]. Define a pairing (·) : Aθ ×
Aθ−1 → A taking (a, a
′) 7→ aθ(a′). It is easy to check that (·) is a separately
w∗-continuous completely contractive A-bimodule map which is balanced over A.
Similarly, define another pairing [·] : Aθ−1 × Aθ → A taking [a, a
′] 7→ aθ−1(a′).
Again it is easy to check that [·] is a separately w∗-continuous completely contrac-
tive A-module map which is balanced over A. It is simple algebra to check that
(x, y)x′ = x[y, x′] and y′(x, y) = [y′, x]y. Checking the last assertion of Theorem
3.3 in [6] is also obvious. Hence (A,A,Aθ, Aθ−1) is a weak* Morita context. 
Let Aut(A) denote the group of weak* continuous completely isometric auto-
morphisms of A. For α, β ∈Aut(A) let αAβ denote A viewed as an A-A-bimodule
with the left action a · x = α(a)x and right action x · b = xβ(b).
Lemma 3.2. If α, β, γ ∈Aut(A) then, αAβ ∼= γαAγβ completely A-A-isometrically.
Proof. The map γ is the required isomorphism. 
Lemma 3.3. For θ1, θ2 ∈Aut(A), Aθ1⊗
σh
A Aθ2
∼= Aθ1θ2 completely A-A-isometrically.
Proof. From Lemma 3.2, Aθ1 ⊗
σh
A Aθ2
∼= θ−1
1
A⊗σhA Aθ2
∼= θ−1
1
Aθ2
∼= Aθ1θ2 . 
Proposition 3.4. The collection {Aθ : θ ∈ Aut(A)} constitutes a subgroup of
Picw(A), which is isomorphic to the group Aut(A) of weak* continuous completely
isometric automorphisms of A.
Proof. This follows from the above lemma. 
If X is a weak* Morita equivalence A-A-bimodule, and if θ ∈Aut(A), then let
Xθ be X with the same left module action, but with right module action changed
to x · a = xθ(a).
Lemma 3.5. If X is a weak* Morita equivalence bimodule, then Xθ ∼= X ⊗
σh
A Aθ
completely A-A-isometrically. Also, Xθ is a weak* Morita equivalence bimodule.
Proof. The module action (x, a) 7→ xa is a completely contractive, separately weak*
continuous balanced bilinear map, so by the universal property of the normal mod-
ule Haagerup tensor product it induces a completely contractive weak* continuous
linear map m : X ⊗σhA Aθ → Xθ. There is a completely contractive inverse map
x 7→ x⊗1, so that m is a surjective complete isometry, and it is easily seen to be an
A-A-bimodule map. If (A,A,X, Y ) is a weak Morita context as in Definition 1.3
then by Lemma 3.1, and properties of the normal module Haagerup tensor product,
(A,A,Xθ,θ−1 Y ) is a Morita context. To see this, note that by associativity of the
normal module Haagerup tensor product, and some of the lemmas above in the
present section,
(X ⊗σhA Aθ)⊗
σh
A (Aθ−1 ⊗
σh
A Y )
∼= X ⊗σhA A⊗
σh
A Y
∼= X ⊗σhA Y
∼= A
completely isometrically and weak*-homeomorphically. Similarly
(Aθ−1 ⊗
σh
A Y )⊗
σh
A (X ⊗
σh
A Aθ)
∼= Aθ−1 ⊗
σh
A A⊗
σh
A Aθ
∼= Aθ−1 ⊗
σh
A Aθ
∼= A
completely isometrically and weak*-homeomorphically. 
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An A-A-bimodule X will be called ‘symmetric’ if ax = xa for all a ∈ A, x ∈ X .
Proposition 3.6. For a commutative dual operator algebra A, Picw(A) is a semidi-
rect product of Aut(A) and the subgroup of Picw(A) consisting of symmetric equiv-
alence bimodules. Thus, every V ∈ Picw(A) equals Xθ, for a symmetric X ∈
Picw(A), and some θ ∈ Aut(A).
Proof. Suppose that X is any weak* Morita equivalence A-A-bimodule. Then any
w∗-continuous right A-module map T : X → X is simply left multiplication by a
fixed element of A. In fact we have A ∼= CBσ(X)A, via a map L : A → CB(X)
(see e.g. Theorem 3.6 in [6]). For fixed a ∈ A, the map x 7→ xa on X , is a w∗-
continuous completely bounded A-module map with completely bounded norm =
‖a‖. Hence by the above identification, there exists a unique a′ ∈ A such that
a′x = xa for all x ∈ X and ‖a′‖ = ‖a‖. Define θ(a) = a′, then we claim that θ is a
weak* continuous completely isometric unital automorphism of A. To see that θ is
a homomorphism, let a1, a2 ∈ A and let T, S and U be maps from X to X simply
given by right multiplication with a1, a2 and a1a2 respectively. Let θ(a1) = a
′
1,
θ(a2) = a
′
2 and θ(a1a2) = a3. Since U = ST , we have L(U) = L(T )L(S) (recall
L is an anti-homomorphism, see e.g. Theorem 3.6 in [6]). This implies a3 = a
′
1a
′
2,
that is, θ(a1a2) = θ(a1)θ(a2).
Note that
‖[θ(aij)xkl]‖ = ‖[xklaij ]‖ ≤ ‖[xkl]‖‖[aij ]‖,
and so using the isomorphism A ∼= CBσA(X) above we see that θ is completely
contractive. That θ is completely isometric follows (e.g. by a similar argument for
θ−1). For the weak* continuity, note that if we have a bounded net at
w∗
→ a then
xat
w∗
→ xa for all x ∈ X . Since the map L above is a weak* homeomorphism, we
deduce that θ(at)
w∗
→ θ(a). That θ is surjective follows by symmetry.
Thus we have defined a surjective group homomorphism Picw(A) → Aut(A)
taking X 7→ θ. To see that this does define a group homomorphism, let X,Y ∈
Picw(A). LetX⊗
σh
A Y 7→ θ andX 7→ θ1, Y 7→ θ2 under the above identification. We
need to show that θ = θ1θ2. Let a ∈ A and θ(a) = a
′, θ2(a) = a2 and θ1(a2) = a1.
We need to show that a′ = a1. Consider a rank one tensor x ⊗ y ∈ X ⊗
σh
A Y for
x ∈ X and y ∈ Y . Then a′x ⊗ y = x ⊗ ya, a1x = xa2 and a2y = ya. We have
a′(x⊗ y) = a′x⊗ y and
a1(x⊗ y) = a1x⊗ y = xa2 ⊗ y = x⊗ a2y = x⊗ ya.
Since finite rank tensors are weak* dense in X ⊗σhA Y , we have a
′z = a1z for all
z ∈ X ⊗σhA Y . This implies a
′ = a1 which proves the required assertion.
From Lemma 3.1, for θ ∈ Aut(A) we have Aθ ∈ Picw(A), hence the above ho-
momorphism has a 1-sided inverse Aut(A)→ Picw(A). The above homomorphism
restricted to modules of the form Aθ for θ ∈ Aut(A) is the identity map. That
is, for θ ∈ Aut(A) the above homomorphism takes the weak* Morita equivalence
bimodule Aθ to θ. Moreover the kernel of the homomorphism equals the symmetric
equivalence bimodules. This proves the ‘semidirect product’ statement. For the last
assertion, note that X = (Xθ−1)θ. From the above, xθ
−1(a) = θ(θ−1(a))x = ax,
which proves that Xθ−1 is symmetric. 
Remark. Similar results will hold for strong Morita equivalence bimodules in
the sense of [11] over a norm closed operator algebra A, and their associated Picard
group.
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Thus we may assume henceforth that X is symmetric, if A is a commutative
dual operator algebra.
Proposition 3.7. Suppose that we have a weak* Morita context (A,A,X, Y ), with
A a weak* closed subalgebra of a commutative von Neumann algebra M . Suppose
that A generates M as a von Neumann algebra. Then every symmetric weak equiv-
alence A-A-bimodule is completely isometrically A-A-isomorphic to a weak* closed
A-A-subbimodule of M .
Proof. From Theorem 5.5 in [6], X dilates to a weak Morita equivalence M -M -
bimodule W = M ⊗σhA X . Let (M,M,W,Z) be the corresponding W
∗-Morita
context. From Theorem 3.5 in [18], W contains X completely isometrically as a
weak* closed A-submodule; and indeed it is clear that this is as a sub-bimodule
over A. It is helpful to consider the inclusion[
A X
Y A
]
⊂
[
M W
Z M
]
of linking algebras. If X is symmetric, then since W =M ⊗σhA X we have wa = aw
for all w ∈ W,a ∈ A. Similarly for Z ∼= Y ⊗σhA M , we have za = az. Since Z =W
∗,
we have wm∗ = (mw∗)∗ = (w∗m)∗ = m∗w. Therefore xw = wx for all w ∈ W ,
x ∈M . Thus W is a symmetric element of Picw(M).
If M is a commutative von Neumann algebra, then it is well known that the Pi-
card group ofM is just Aut(M), andM is the only symmetric element of Picw(M).
We include a quick proof of this for the reader’s convenience. Indeed suppose that
Z is a symmetric weak equivalenceM -M -bimodule. Suppose that M is a von Neu-
mann algebra in B(H), and let K = Z ⊗θ H , the induced representation. Then
Z ⊂ B(H,K) is a WTRO, which is commutative in the sense of [9, Proposition
8.6.5], and hence (see e.g. the proof of the last cited result) Z contains a unitary
u with uu∗ = IK and u
∗u = IH . Also, the map R : z 7→ u
∗z is a completely
isometric right M -module map from Z onto M . That is, Z = uM . Note that
if θ : M → B(Z) is the left action of M on Z, then since Z is symmetric we
have θ(a)(ub) = uba = uau∗(ub), for a, b ∈ M . That is, θ(a) corresponds to
a 7→ uau∗ ∈ B(K). Then R(θ(a)z) = u∗uau∗z = aR(z), so that R is a bimodule
map. That is, Z ∼=M as equivalence M -M -bimodules. Hence the Picard group of
M is just Aut(M).
Putting the last two paragraphs together, we have proved that every symmetric
A-A-bimodule ‘is’ a weak* closed A-A-subbimodule of M . 
Corollary 3.8. The weak Picard group of H∞(D) is isomorphic to the group of
conformal automorphisms of the disk.
Proof. Since the monomial z generates A = H∞(D) as a dual algebra, any au-
tomorphism θ of A defines a map τ on the disk by θ(f)(w) = f(τ(w)), so that
τ = θ(z) ∈ H∞. By looking at θ−1, it is easy to see that τ is a conformal map.
Thus the group of conformal automorphisms of the disk is isomorphic to the group
Aut(A). We will be done by Proposition 3.6, if we can show that every symmetric
equivalence A-A-bimodule is A-A-isomorphic to A.
Let M = L∞(T), and let X be a symmetric equivalence A-A-bimodule. By
Proposition 3.7, X can be taken to be a weak* closed A-submodule of M . By
Beurling’s theorem it follows that X is singly generated. Indeed there is a function
k ∈ X , which is either a projection or a unitary in M , with X equal to the weak*
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closure of Mk or Ak respectively [16]. If k were a nontrivial projection p ∈ M ,
then XM ⊂ kM , so that X does not generate Z as an M -module, which is a
contradiction. So k is unitary, and hence, as in the proof of Proposition 3.7, X ∼= A
as dual operator A-A-bimodules. 
We thank Paul Muhly for a discussion on the proof of the last result.
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